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CAGNES-SUR-MER [L-H] - 17 January 
Race 1 - PRIX DE FABRON -  1500m UNR. Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. HAURAN - Son of Al Wukair from Hazely on debut. Expected to feature for leading connections. 

2. SAINT HELLIER - Unraced Le Havre gelding. Worth a market check first up. 

3. GO LOVE - Goken debutant. May need this first outing. 

4. SHARK SAMURAI - Son of Kodiac out of a Verglas mare. Market check required. 

5. HELLO CHARLY - Unraced Myboycharlie colt out of a Duke Of Marmalade mare. May need further to show 

best. 

6. LE PALACE - Eye-catching jockey booking for this Havana Gold first-time starter. Keep safe. 

7. LEO SPIRIT - Charm Spirit debutante who is best watched for a stable out of form. 

8. LE DUC - Profiles well as a son of three-time Group One winner Almanzor. Major contender for a formidable 

trainer and jockey team. 

9. NOTRE HISTOIRE - Almanzor debutant. Betting likely to tell the tale. 

Summary: A newcomers maiden where the market will prove a good guide. LE DUC (8) catches the eye as 
a son of three-time G1 winner Almanzor. Leading candidate if attracting any market support. HAURAN (1) is 
expected to go close first time out for a leading trainer. LE PALACE (6) could deliver a pleasing debut with a 
top jockey booked. SHARK SAMURAI (4) is worth a market check. Keep in mind. 

Selections 

LE DUC (8) - HAURAN (1) - LE PALACE (6) - SHARK SAMURAI (4) 
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Race 2 - PRIX DE CAUCADE -  1500m UNR. Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. SAND - Daughter of Pivotal out of a Teofilo mare. Respected with an attractive pedigree. 

2. REAL LIFE - Lucayan filly representing a good trainer and jockey combination. Firmly in the mix from a 

good draw. 

3. MONTMIRAIL - Literato filly for a notable trainer and jockey partnership. Major appeal if given a market 

push. 

4. NOIRE DESIRE - Pedro The Great debutante. May need this first outing. 

5. DIAMOND FOR REEL - Highland Reel debutante who will likely need further to be seen to best effect. 

6. HYGROVE LASS - Daughter of Zelzal who is respected for her in-form trainer. Consider. 

7. ICE MAGIC - Reliable Man filly out of a Tiger Hill mare. Worth a market check with a notable jockey booking. 

8. KATOUCHA - Unraced Almanzor filly for a strong trainer and jockey duo. Key chance. 

9. TOTALLY GOLD - Dark Angel debutante who boasts an attractive pedigree. Keep in mind. 

10. LADY BEAUCHAMP - Recorder filly who is likely to appreciate further than this distance in time. Others 

preferred from a wide draw. 

11. JOA STAR - Nicely-bred Ravens Pass filly. Worth a market check for a good trainer. 

12. FRIENDS STORY - Kodi Bear filly debuting for a trainer hitting form. Thereabouts if given a market push. 

Summary: The betting is likely to tell the tale in this fillies newcomers maiden. KATOUCHA (8) is a daughter 
of top G1 performer Almanzor. Top chance for a strong trainer and jockey partnership. HYGROVE LASS (6) 
catches the eye with an attractive pedigree. One to note. REAL LIFE (2) could go well from a good draw. 
Watch the market for clues. SAND (1) is another who can be considered as a Pivotal filly from a good family. 

Selections 

KATOUCHA (8) - HYGROVE LASS (6) - REAL LIFE (2) - SAND (1)  
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Race 3 - PRIX FREDDY PALMER -  2150m MDN. Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. BIG BOUNCE - Unplaced in six career outings. Others have more scope for improvement. 

2. MORANDI SECOND - Shaped well when debuting at Deauville AW over 1900m. Improvement expected. 

3. TYROLO - Fine fourth on AW debut over 2000m at Pau. Firmly in the mix. 

4. MAX VERST - Hit the frame when debuting at Marseille-Vivaux over 2000m. Place chance again. 

5. TOUNSIVATOR - Improved fourth behind a subsequent winner at Salon-de-Provence. Thereabouts. 

6. LA MANDOLA - Fine third first up at Saint-Cloud over 1500m. Major chance. 

7. HURLY CANE - Yet to win from twelve outings. Hard to enthuse against progressive sorts. 

8. ILONAS DINOSAUR - Reliable Man debutante who needs a market check first up. 

9. GRAND BALCON - Zarak gelding for a good trainer and jockey team. Genuine chance. 

Summary: LA MANDOLA (6) made a strong start to her career debuting at Saint-Cloud over 1500m. Expected 
to deliver a winning challenge on initial AW outing. TOUNSIVATOR (5) ran fourth behind a subsequent winner 
at Salon-de-Provence. Notable contender. MORANDI SECOND (2) shaped well first up at Deauville tackling 
1900m. Consider. TYROLO (3) could place after a better effort providing AW debut last time. 

Selections 

LA MANDOLA (6) - TOUNSIVATOR (5) - MORANDI SECOND (2) - TYROLO (3) 
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Race 4 - PRIX DE SERANON -  1600m CL2. Purse EUR €28,000. 

1. FORT PAYNE - Has placed on all five AW outings and is top rated in the line-up. Expected to complete a 

double. 

2. MORTON - Won on AW debut and continues to run honestly including a fine second in the Listed Prix de 

Saint-Patrick. Thereabouts. 

3. DAR TOUNGI - Scored in two of his previous three starts at this level. Obvious contender for a leading 

trainer. 

4. PAO ALTO - Talented performer who ran third on AW debut last month. Frame claims. 

5. JAS HENNESSY - Third career victory in a similar Marseille-Borely event 64 days ago. Has ability but 

others preferred on AW debut. 

6. ZAVARO - Fourth in the G3 101. Grosser Preis Der Landeshauptstadt Dusseldorf before a break. Each-

way claims. 

7. MON OURAGAN - Fine fourth in a stronger Mont-de-Marsan event before a break. One to note. 

8. SHINNING OCEAN - Improved runner-up on AW debut in a similar Chantilly 1600m contest. In the mix. 

9. CRAPS - Fourth in a similar Lyon-la-Soie race 53 days ago. Step forward required. 

10. CLEVER CANDY - Fourth in this class at Deauville AW two starts ago. Others make more appeal. 

Summary: FORT PAYNE (1) arrives top rated in the line-up after five placings from five AW outings. Talented 
performer who is expected to deliver another winning performance. MON OURAGAN (7) ran fourth among 
tougher company at Mont-de-Marsan. One to note attempting this easier standard. MORTON (2) is in the mix 
if replicating a good second at Listed level when contesting Listed Prix de Saint-Patrick. DAR TOUNGI (3) 
cannot be dismissed after winning two of his previous three starts against this company. 

Selections 

FORT PAYNE (1) - MON OURAGAN (7) - MORTON (2) - DAR TOUNGI (3) 
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Race 5 - PRIX SAINTE-MARGUERITE -  2400m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. MY BUDDY - Down the field when reappearing in this company at Deauville AW over 1900m. Fitter now. 

2. SMART COOKIE - Returned in modest form but has a strong record at this distance. Cannot be ruled out. 

3. KENOHOPE - Down the field in a pair of handicaps before an absence. Improvement likely from a good 

draw. 

4. BENE BENE - Solid turf form before a short break. Something to find from a poor draw. 

5. JECK YEAH - Two victories from three starts this term wearing a tongue-tie. Major appeal on stable debut. 

6. TETE D'OR - 1.25L success on AW debut at Deauville over 2500m. Respected. 

7. BONFIRE HEART - Built on consistent Marseille-Vivaux form with a 2600m success in easier company. 

More on plate now but progressing well. 

8. ANGEL PARK - Down the field in a Strasbourg maiden 67 days ago. Unlikely to feature. 

9. MYFRIENDRICH - No threat in previous three claiming events. Hard to fancy. 

10. AMBRE - Fifth behind a subsequent winner over 2600m at Marseille-Vivaux. Consider. 

11. SIMBAYA - Yet to find any worthwhile form this term. Easy to leave. 

12. BORDER LIGHT - Got off the mark on second handicap run ahead of a pair of subsequent winners. 

Unexposed and rates a leading contender. 

13. ZINZICHERA - Scored a weaker Toulouse handicap 50 days ago. Keep in mind up in class. 

14. KING SOLOMON - Fifth in both AW handicaps since resuming. Step forward required. 

15. DIA DEUX - Midfield in this class second up at Deauville AW. More needed from a poor draw. 

Summary: Numerous chances in this close-knit handicap. BORDER LIGHT (12) scored on second handicap 
outing ahead of two subsequent winners. Unexposed and rates highly. TETE D'OR (6) won making AW debut 
at Deauville. Another progressing nicely and is in the mix. BONFIRE HEART (7) needs to improve raised in 
class but is progressive. JECK YEAH (5) was another last-time-out winner. Ideally placed to go close once 
more. 

Selections 

BORDER LIGHT (12) - TETE D'OR (6) - BONFIRE HEART (7) - JECK YEAH (5) 
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Race 6 - PRIX DES MYOSOTIS -  2000m CL3 QUALIF HCP. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. MANNE - Five places from nine starts at this distance. Worth major thought after consistent AW form. 

2. LEGACY - Unplaced in both starts since landing a double at Strasbourg. Others more reliable. 

3. ILLOIS - Down the field in a Chantilly AW handicap 51 days ago. Consider on previous winning form. 

4. CLEVELAND - 2.5L success in easier company on the AW two runs back. One to note. 

5. MABAWI - Down the field in previous pair of AW starts. Step forward required on stable debut. 

6. POET'S BLACK - Improved runner-up in a Class Three event at Lyon-la-Soie. More needed back in 

handicap company. 

7. SHIKAMI - Consistent AW form before a lengthy absence. Notable candidate if sharp on return. 

8. LA CINTURA - Placed on both AW starts and racing well over this journey. Key player. 

9. AL JAROUD - Improved runner-up in a similar Lyon-la-Soie handicap eleven days ago. Each-way appeal 

on stable debut. 

10. MAGNETIQUE - Something to prove after a heavy defeat over 1900m at Deauville AW. 

11. VASCO DA GAMA - 6L defeat on French debut over 1800m at Chantilly AW. Could improve. 

12. VENTURA LIGHTNING - Held fourth in a country conditions event before a break. Others preferred. 

13. LOST CONTROL - 15L defeat in a similar Deauville AW handicap over 2500m. Could progress eased in 

distance. 

14. QUELLE CITY - Returns to the flat after a lengthy absence. Likely to need this run. 

Summary: LA CINTURA (8) is expected to measure up after making the frame on both AW outings. Strong 
contender with an excellent record over this distance. CLEVELAND (4) delivered a 2.5L success in an easier 
AW handicap two starts ago. Among the major players if bouncing back and replicating that effort. MANNE 
(1) maintains consistent AW form. Solid each-way hope. ILLOIS (3) might be worth including in multiples. 

Selections 

LA CINTURA (8) - CLEVELAND (4) - MANNE (1) - ILLOIS (3)  
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Race 7 - PRIX SAINT-HONORAT -  2400m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €24,000. 

1. ELECTRON LIBRE - Returned to form with a Toulouse success in a conditions event. More needed back 

in handicap company at this track. 

2. RUE DES IRLANDAIS - Seventh in a stronger Lyon-Parilly handicap 75 days ago. Suitable target. 

3. AKYO - Beaten a long way in a better level Saint-Cloud handicap 52 days ago. Capable of better returning 

to a winning venue. 

4. MOON DREAM - No threat in previous pair of similar handicaps. Could improve from a better draw. 

5. HOMO DEUS - Never involved in a Pau AW handicap a fortnight ago. Expected to improve back on turf. 

6. KIKINE JOLIE - Improved winner of a Toulouse handicap over 2400m 50 days ago. Thereabouts. 

7. AGENDA - Heavy defeat at Saint-Cloud after winning over 2350m previously. Firmly in the mix. 

8. NOXARENO - AW winning form two starts ago over 1900m. Hard to enthuse back on turf. 

9. BLUE HILLS - Arrives in fair AW form but yet to shown any worthwhile form at this track. Others preferred. 

10. ALWAYS WELCOME - Honest record at this journey including at the same standard. Consider. 

11. HAGAR BERE - Worth forgiving a couple of below par efforts on the AW. Better expected. 

12. FOLIGNO - Fourth behind Hagar Bere two starts ago. Place claims. 

13. MY LENNY - Mixed handicap form this term. Capable of a minor place if delivering best. 

14. MOKO - Yet to show much in similar handicaps this term but has finished behind subsequent winners 

recently. 

15. VUELTA DI BACI - Three wins in previous four starts including ahead of a subsequent winner last month. 

Top chance. 

Summary: VUELTA DI BACI (15) managed to progress in her previous four starts with three impressive 
victories. Beat a subsequent winner in latest and rates highly. AGENDA (7) can be forgiven a rare below par 
effort last time. In the mix on previous consistent handicap form. KIKINE JOLIE (6) improved to win a Toulouse 
handicap before a break. Key player. AKYO (3) and ALWAYS WELCOME (10) offer place chances. 

Selections 

VUELTA DI BACI (15) - AGENDA (7) - KIKINE JOLIE (6) - AKYO (3) - ALWAYS WELCOME (10) 


